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There are many proposals from the HOMI Fashion &Jewels Exhibition

community to celebrate the day of lovers with style.

Tokens of love become, especially on Valentine's Day, an expression of the truest

and most intense of feelings. But how to choose a precious symbol to celebrate

such an intimate occasion?

The HOMI community, representative of the event dedicated to fashion accessories,

bijoux and trendy jewelry, speaks of love through the many proposals of its

protagonists.

Creations resulting from the most authentic Made in Italy, that charm for their

creative content and for the quality of the workmanship.

Almas proposes a jewel full of messages of love: sweet phrases in iconic plaques

ready to warm the heart of your loved one. Get inspired from these examples in

Ita lia n

"voucher worth o bag full of love, handle carefully"
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"you can kiss me anytime you want"

Vivian ólolelll's silver charm is a classic heart with the sentence "we are one" that

can be split, perfect for long distance relationships, to remind the loved one that

even when separated, "we are one".

fIl

If heart and love is the perfect equation, it is even truer that "without skin shivering

it's all useless" as appears on the Ofelia Beltrame bracelet. Here's another good

tip for Valentine: among semiprecious stones and golden glow, let a loving message

stand out... well, on the heart of course!
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The power of passion burns in the votive hearts signed by Celeste G. on which

hearts fill with magic thanks to the complicity of brass, enamels, Swarovski and

pearls, all worked together to perfection to create enchantingjewellery.

Excellence of the workmanship becomes scenographic and intense and is

reproduced with the fine chiseling on the Ornella bQoux set, in which the vintage

taste is enhanced by ruby, sapphire and emerald colored crystals on golden-plated

brass.
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Nelson Gioielli moves in another direction: the knot of love on natural stones for

the 925 silver ring, well represented, ça va sans dire, by a marine knot. Classic, but

c la ssy.

Loom Fair Trade's necklace is the conscious choice: the long silk necklace with

wooden balls is beautiful and scenographic, it dresses alone, and above all it is

sustainable because it uses only certified materials.
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It's Valentine also for your pets, so the golden-plated "I support animals" on the

necklace by Palladino Design Jewelry is a lovely thought, especially as it helps

support associations that fight for our furry friends.

Last but not least, also dedicated to pet families, the Latitude9 necklace shines with

a macro-heart embellished with the paw of a dog.

for the 6th. Lived in many European countries until I decided. hometown

Milan rocks, and moved back in 2078. Founder of Fashion Milano by Flora

MC.
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